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1. (a) An information centre is a part of the organization that is created to facilitate     
  end-user computing.  The information centre provides instructions in the usage of 

 information systems, allocates computing resources to users.                     
 

 (b) The information centre is responsible for: 
 

 Technical support – helping end users with software, hardware, communication 

and other technically related processes.  
 

 Education – training end users on new hardware and software. 
 

 Systems consulting – helping end users to define and solve their systems 
problems. 

 

 Resource allocation – carrying out the functions of software, hardware and 

information distribution. 
 

 Evaluation – looking at the possible applications for new products. 

           
(c) Advantages of end-user computing 

 Systems developed meet the user requirements since it is the users themselves  
who are involved in the development.               

 

 End-user computing minimizes the turnaround time from the user request to 

implementation of an application – end-user computing significantly speed up 
development time.                 

 

 End-user computing also relieves programmers of some programming effort, 

since not all the work will be performed by the programmers.           
 

 

(d) Disadvantages of end-user computing  

 Quality of systems developed is usually poor since the end-users are not 
trained professionally to develop systems.              
 

 Incompatible systems can be developed in the organization s ince each user 
usually develops the applications using different standards.                 

 

 There is a possibility that users from different departments might end up 

creating redundant applications as such data integrity and security problems 
could occur.                                       

 

2. (a) IT Disaster Recovery (DR) Plans provide step-by-step procedures for recovering 

 disrupted systems and networks, and help them resume normal operations.  The 
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 goal of these processes is to minimize any negative impacts to company 
 operations.  The IT disaster recovery process identifies critical IT systems and 

 networks; prioritizes their recovery time objective; and specifies the steps needed 
 to restart, reconfigure, and recover them.  A comprehensive IT DR plan also 

 includes all the relevant supplier contacts, sources of expertise for recovering 
 disrupted systems and a logical sequence of action steps to take for a smooth 
 recovery.                           

                                                            
(b) Contingency considerations in a Disaster Recovery Plan 

 

 Full System Backups 

All software being used in the organization should be fully backed up on site.  
There should also be backup copy of the organization’s database, similarly.  

 

 Off-site Storage 

There should also be a full system backup stored off-site. 
 

 Standardisation of Hardware and Software 

Disaster recovery would be much easier if hardware and software are 

standardised. 
 

 Configuration Management 

Configuration Management is the process of keeping track of all versions and 

software keys of software.  It is important that all changes to the system are 
properly documented and checked on a regular basis.  

 

 Security Policies 

A formal IT/IS Security and Disaster Recovery Policy should be developed  

and the organization must ensure awareness of, and adherence to, the policies 
therein contained.  This should guide what should be done in as far as disaster 

preparedness and recovery is concerned.  
 

This policy document should be updated on regular basis (e.g. annually) and 

also as and when there is a major system development.  
 

 Communication to customers and other stakeholders 

It is important to ensure that there is someone who is to act as the 

spokesperson when a disaster occurs.  
 

 
 

 Identification of Disaster Recovery Teams 
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Apart from the spokesperson, there should be identified Disaster Recovery 
Teams of employees which would be involved in restoring the operations in 

case of a disaster. Teams to include service providers e.g. vendors, 
ambulances, police, fire fighter. 

 

3. (a) (i) There are four types of numbering systems namely: 
 

(1) decimal numbering system 

(2) octal numbering system 

(3) hexadecimal numbering system 

(4) binary numbering system 
 

 

(ii) Characters of a cycle 
 

The decimal numbering system has values 0 to 9 i.e. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9. 

Octal numbering : 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Hexadecimal numbering: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F 

Binary numbering: 0 to 1 

 

 (iii) Base 

 
Decimal: The numbers are to base 10.  These are numbers in everyday use.  

Octal: 8 

Hexadecimal: 16 

Binary: 2 

 
(b) Types of character coding system 

 
(i) ASCII (American Standard Code for information interchange) 

Uses 4 bits to represent a character.  It is the code mainly used on 

magnetic tapes. 
 

(ii) BCD (Binary Coded Decimal) 
Uses 6 bits to represent a character 

 

(iii) EBCDIC (Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code) 
An 8-bit code which is used in modern computers 

 
(c) Representation of data 

 

Data is represented on the machine electronically by storage cells which are either 
charged or discharged.  Another way of saying the same thing the cells which 
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may be viewed as electronic switches are either on (charged) or off (discharged).  
In short the storage is based on the two state idea of the cells, on or off.  If an on 

can be taken to mean 1 and off mean 0 then use can be made of the binary system 
which has 0 and 1 as the only digits.       

 

(4) (a) Definition of the following: 
 

  Intranet 

 An intranet is the use of web technology to create a private network usually 

within one enterprise.  
This is a private network designed exclusively to meet the internal needs of an 

organization that general public cannot access.  
Although an intranet may be a single LAN segment that uses the TCP/IP protocol, 
it is typically a complete LAN or several interconnected LANs.                 

 
Extranet 

 An extranet is a corporate password protected network that provides information 
to people or entities in the environment of the business.  

Extranets form a larger virtual network that allows remote users (e.g. business 
partners or customers) to securely connect over the internet to the enterprise’s 
main intranet. Typically remote access software is used to authenticate and 

encrypt the data that pass between the remote user and the intranet.          
 

E-mail 

 E-mail stands for electronic mail; it is a method of sending and receiving 

electronic messages.  E-mails are typically written and read in a special mail 
reader program or from websites which provide free e-email facilities and do not 
require any special software other than a web browser.  

Management of e-mails involves developing procedures and using systems to 
ensure that inbound and outbound mails are processed efficiently.             

   
(b) (i) Intranet applications 
 

- Intranets allow for secure online distribution of many forms of internal 
company information. 

- Intranets are used for workgroup activities and the distributed sharing 
of projects within the enterprise.  

- They also offer controlled access to company financial documents.  

- Intranets help organizations save money by eliminating paper and 
mailing costs. 

- They improve communication. 
- Intranets can be used to train and reeducate employees. 
- They enhance the efficiency of a business.  
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  (ii) Extranet applications 
 

- Increases business productivity 

Extranets offer speed and round the clock access to valuable information 

  
 

- Change business partners’ practices  

Constructing an extranet to handle an aspect of a business will force  

others, who want to maintain a business relationship, to use it as well   
 

 

- Extranets help in empowering customers 

As well as forcing outsiders to change, extranets can also spur change 

in organizations (through rapid and efficient dissemination of 
information and customer response).               

  

 
(c) A firewall is used to segregate the intranet from the internet and to selectively 

allow access from outside the intranet.  
A firewall is a piece of hardware and software installed between two or more 

networks to ensure that only authorized users access the network.           
 
(d) (i) Real time processing 

 
Real time processing is a subset of interactive or online processing. 

 
Definition: Input is continuously, automatically acquired from sensors, for 
example, which is processed immediately in order to respond to the input 

in as little time as possible.  After the system is finished responding it 
reads the next set of input data immediately to process that.  This system 

doesn’t need a user to control it, it works automatically.            
 
  (ii) Batch processing 

 
Definition: to process a large set of data in a specific way, automatically, 

without needing any user intervention.  The data is fist collected, during a 
work day, for example, and then batch-processed, so all the collected data 
is processed in one go.  This could happen at the end of the work day, for 

example, when computing capacities are not needed for other tasks.  
                 

 (iii) Advantage 
 

Advantage real time processing: Whenever there is a rapid reaction 

required due to some sort of change, real time processing can take action 
without the need of a user or long processing time beforehand.        
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Advantage batch processing: It is possible to perform repetitive tasks on a 

large number of pieces of data rapidly without needing the user to monitor 
it.                    

 

5. (a) (i) Types of information description: 
 

  (1) Operational information:  is  one  used  by clerks  and  supervisors  
   in  the  operational  level of the organization  to ensure that specific

   specific operational tasks  are  properly  planned  and carried out.   
   Employees with operational roles need detailed information to help 
   them carry out their duties.                          

 

(2) Tactical information: is the information used by middle 

management in managerial level of the organization to plan, 
control and make decisions on how best the resources of the 
organization can be utilized and monitored to meet the strategic 

objectives set by senior management.             
 

(3) Strategic information:  this is information that is relevant to senior 
management at strategic level of the organization used to formulate 
long-term plans on strategic objectives of the organization and 

assess whether the objectives are being met.                       
  

 
  (ii) Characteristics of information: 
 

(1) Operational information: 
  

- Relevant to the immediate term 

- Concerned with specific tasks 

- Detailed, being the processing of raw data 

- Prepared frequently 

- Largely quantitative 

- Derived from internal sources. 
 

 

 

(2) Tactical information: 

- Relevant to short and medium terms 

- Concerned with activities or departments 

- Summarized at a lower level 
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- Prepared routinely and regularly 

- Based on quantitative measures.  
 

(3) Strategic information: 

- Relevant to long-term 

- Concerned with the whole organization 

- Uncertain as it is normally based on future estimates 

- Summarized at high level 

- Derived from both external and internal sources 

- Often prepared on ad hoc basis.  

 

 

(c) Good information is that which can help to make better decisions and carry out 

tasks effectively.                
 

(d) Software means computer instructions on data.  Anything that can be stored 
electronically is software.  Any set of machine readable instructions that directs a 
computer’s processor to perform specific operations.             

 
(e) Information can be classified as software since it is stored electronically in the 

computer.         

6. (a) - The abbreviation CPU stand for central processing unit.  This is where all  
  processing occurs in a computer. 

 
- The abbreviation ALU stand for Arithmetic logic unit.  This is where all 

Arithmetic computations, comparisons and data transfer occur in a 
computer.                                                                                          

 

(b) The function of the min store in the CPU is to store the program that is currently 
running and all the data awaiting processing.  It is in the ALU that all logical 

comparisons, Arithmetic computations and decisions are made within the 
computer.  In short the main store keeps data that awaits manipulation.  After all 
processes, the data is stored from the main store to storage areas.            

 
(c) Factors that would be looked into when buying new computer equipment: 

 
(i) - Power of the computer: speed, size of storage, size of memory and 

specifications of all items.                

 
- Compatibility with existing hardware and software.                   
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(ii) A full description of the software to be provided (built in or supplied 
software).                   

 
(iii) Proposed maintenance agreements with supplier of the equipment and 

software support (upgrades etc).                 
 

(iv) Contractual terms: cost, arrangements for payments and warranty issues. 

 

(v) Capacity and expansion capabilities.                 

 
(vi) Security features that are available.                 

 
(vii)  Documentation: hardware, software manuals.               

 

(viii) Training requirements.                 
 

(ix) Supplier details: size of firm, business experience, performance and 
reputation.        

 

 

(d) Two common types of computer networks: 

(i) Local area network (LAN).  This is when computers are connected  in the 
same building.  It usually uses the network cards, network wire or wireless 

and network software.                
 

(ii) Wide area network (WAN).  This is when computers are connected 

between two places.  The connection usually uses among others: 
 

- A modem on each site, communication link, e.g. telephone or 
u-sat, and sometimes an ISP.            

 

 
(e) Advantages of being on a network: 

 
(i) Expensive resources are shared e.g. printers, scanners.  

(ii) Can be used for both internal e-mail and external e-mail. 

(iii) Original files are transferred to and from computers very easily.  

(iv) Workload can be shared easily. 

(v) It is easy to backup data on a network.  

  
 

7. (a) A systems analyst should aim to satisfy the following:                                                                              
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(i) Effectiveness:  The system must produce the exact (no more and no less) 
information that is required by its recipient.  

 
  (ii) Response: The system must produce the information exactly (no sooner,  

   no later) when it is required. 
 

(iii) Throughput: The system must produce information as frequently as it is 

required. 
 

(iv) Efficiency: The system must meet the above aims with the minimum use 
of the business resources possible.  

 

(v) Reliability: The system should function whenever required without 
breakdown at any point. If breakdown occur, there must be adequate 

standby facilities available. 
 

(vi) Flexibility: The system must be designed to allow for ease of modification 

in changing circumstances with minimum disruption.  
 

(vii)  Ease of implementation:  The system should be as simple as possible and 
allow for easy implementation with existing resources on at least available 
resources. 

 

 (b) Systems criteria to be achieved: 

 
(i) The system should require minimum clerical time, computer time and   

set-up time. 
 

(ii) The system should make best use of the computer time by balancing input 

setup, processing and output. 
 

(iii) Where possible, maximum data should be held on one master file and not 
duplicated on several files. 

(iv) The system should be constructed in self contained modules for ease of 

modification and run-time scheduling. 
 

(v) Each module or computer run should achieve a positive result and should 
have a distinctive function. 

 

(vi) Security and accuracy controls should be built where necessary.  
 

(vii)  All processing should be designed with regard to the effect on and from 
other systems in the integrated systems network.  

 

(viii) Manufacturers and library subroutines should be used whenever possible.  
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(ix) Master files should be processed as frequently as possible in serial access 
processing. 

 
(x) Input data should be entered only when required and out dumped as soon 

as convenient. 
 

(xi) Manual intervention between runs should be restricted.  

 
(xii)  Fool proof standby procedures should be incorporated for use in the event 

of a breakdown. 
 

 

E N D 


